Brief update on the website:  Friday August 8, 2014

1181 - All class and MATLAB files are uploaded from Greg Bixler. We are missing some Word versions of homework assignments. Greg is finished with lab material, but it has not been uploaded (that is Michelle’s first task when she returns). Journals have to be added to the lab pages, per a conversation with Russ Stech.

1182 - All Powerpoint slides from Jake Allenstein have been uploaded. We do not have any other documents for 1182. Journals have to be added to the lab pages, per conversation with Russ Stech. 1186 demos have to be integrated into 1182.

1186 - This whole site needs to be updated with the new 1182 material (summer material was from spring semester). Michelle will can start this next week (since their summer semester final is this week). Schedules also have to be updated to reflect the fall semester.

1187 - Unique pages (separate from 1181) need to be updated with new material. 1187 needs unique pages because of the different sets of MATLAB homework that Dr. Parke has created. Schedules also have to be updated to reflect the fall semester.

1188 - Currently, all 1188 pages are a direct copy of 1182 lab pages. Michelle will clean these pages up to delete any assignments that are in 1182 but not 1188. Michelle has been directly in contact with Jake Allenstien about the 1188 site.

2194 - Leroy has created the lab pages for the course. We have not heard from Lisa Abrams about how she would like to handle uploading material for the class pages. I will contact her and Leroy when I get back.

For all courses - the Resources page now houses all documents that were common to all 118# courses.